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S U M M A R Y

T
he immediate loading protocol involves both surgical and restorative phases. This is a complex proce-
dure requiring implant provisionalization on the day of the surgery. Therefore various techniques have
been introduced to make this procedure less technique sensitive, less time consuming, more accurate

and more predictable (1-3). These included computer guided surgery, laboratory processed provisionals,
use of an omnivac shell to fabricate cement retained provisionals, use of angled abutments and use of tem-
porary abutments to adjust the angulation during provisionalisation (2, 3). The latter of these techniques
would not be necessary if implants were placed in optimal position and angulation with proper interimplant
distance (4). However there is paucity of literature discussing how to obtain optimal buccolingual and
mesiodistal parallelism of immediately loaded implants.  
The purpose of this case series is to demonstrate an innovative paralleling device and to describe step by
step surgical and prosthetic approach for achieving buccolingual and mesiodistal parallelism of immediately
loaded implants. 

Clinical Procedures:  For all participated patients, the clinical procedures were standardized and included
the following steps:  
1. Ridge plastic to position the PGB (Parallel Guide Block). This is obtained through the use of Ridge
Contouring Bur (RCB) at 2000 rpm aligned perpendicular to the arch under copious saline irrigation.
2. Adaptation of PGB is made by the combination of three different components of 5 mm, 7 mm, 9 mm in
length and determined by number of implant and site anatomy
3. The PGB is positioned in situ.
4. PGB is stabilized by narrow diameter implants (Smart Slim, EBI Inc, Kyungsan, KOREA) that are placed
also as landmarks for midline position and anatomical relevant structures (i.e. mental foramen).  
5. Drilling protocol, and implant placement is guided by PGB and Progressive Diameter Sleeves (PDS); due
to the oval shape of the PGB combined with the cylindrical shape of PDS. There is a +/- 5 degree freedom
to adjust the bucco-lingual implant inclination. 
6. Temporary immediate loading abutments (TILA) are connected to the implants. 
7. Impression copings  made with the Twist-up Mold (TUM) are used to connect the temporary restoration to
the TILA. 
8. Temporary restoration is fabricated with the shell technique and connected to the impression copies.

In the mandible segmental hyper eruption of the ridge is a common finding. The ridge contouring bur is used
to contour the ridge and establish a shelf which helps implant placement at the same level and helps estab-
lish a prosthetic platform.  Optimal implant position in terms of ideal inter-implant distance can be achieved if
the implant is placed in the tooth position. This can be done by using a surgical guide which is made from
an ideal wax up that is prepared presurgically. However implant placement also depends on the anatomy
and morphology of bone and sometimes implants cannot be placed in the ideal tooth position due to lack of
bone availability.   After the position of the implant has been identified, the direction/inclination of the implant
must be determined. Establishing mesiodistal and buccolingual parallelism during implant placement is an
important step. Mesiodistal parallelism can be achieved using a surgical guide or the paralleling device.
However achieving ideal buccolingual parallelism between multiple implants during placement is difficult.
Adverse directions can impair the esthetics and function of the future restoration. Angulated abutments may
to some extent compensate for such surgical shortcoming. Therefore, when using an IL protocol every
attempt should be made to keep implant positions and angulations within ideal prosthetic contours as spe-
cial components that correct poor angulation or position. .  Results of this case series demonstrated that
implant placement in optimal position and angulation using the suggested immediate loading protocol and
paralleling device produces predictable results. It is also simpler, faster and more cost effective than the
screw-retained protocol. Nevertheless, future prospective studies with long-term follow-up and an increased
number of cases are necessary to further evaluate this technique. 

“…mesiodistal parallelism can be achieved using a surgical guide or

the paralleling device. However achieving ideal buccolingual paral-

lelism between multiple implants during placement is difficult…”
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